Abstract. With the advancement of Internet technology, the operating and competitive environment of China's banking industry has undergone radical changes. Some of the traditional banking businesses and functions are increasingly weakened, and the bank's business forms and profit models are facing unprecedented challenges. Based on Internet technology, vigorously expanding online financial services is the key strategic way out for financial sector. From the perspectives of the basic concepts and main characteristics of Internet finance, this study designs the pricing model of Internet financial products in commercial bank based on the factors such as customer comprehensive contribution and bank profit target. This study can provide scientific guidance for the pricing of commercial banks' Internet financial products.
history, payment, defaults etc. The integration of these information fragments is an important resource and asset. For the customers differ in the size of assets, financing needs, credit levels and other aspects, Internet finance can effectively use idle funds and integrate small customers and small micro-groups, resulting in a strong polymerization force and achieve scale effects, which will become the innovation power and new profit growth point of banks, securities and other traditional financial institutions [4] .
Finance mainly relies on product innovation and product pricing to get their own ability to survive. Internet financial customer experience has been deepened, the cost has been reduced. Nevertheless, if the core problem of pricing method cannot be solved, the customer stock and customer flow will be useless. At present, the main operators in China of the Internet finance are Internet companies and e-commerce platforms. Such non-bank institutions are inherently deficient in the pricing and risk management and other aspects, which restricts its further development [5] . However, traditional commercial banks have a unique risk management system and a mature corporate governance structure. Therefore, drawing on the research results of deposit and loan, intermediary business and other product pricing aspects from benchmarking banks in developed countries, and based on the comprehensive contribution of the customer, bank profit targets and other elements, this study designs the pricing model of bank Internet financial products, which can provide scientific guidance for the pricing of commercial bank Internet financial products.
Design of Profit-oriented Pricing Model of Bank Internet Financial Business
With the continuous progress of interest rate marketization process in China, Internet financial products have achieved market-oriented pricing ahead of the traditional banking products, which is closer to the current interbank placement between commercial banks. In order to further adapt to the current financial development trends and consolidate customer relations. It is necessary to design and improve the pricing model of the bank Internet financial products for the development of commercial banking business at the right cost and price. The Internet finance in China is at stake, but the pricing principle is not clear. Therefore, it is necessary to draw on the western commercial banks in the deposit, loan, intermediary business and other aspects of product pricing research to design and improve the bank's Internet financial product pricing model according to the specific circumstances of commercial banks in China.
The contributions to the bank brought by the funds of customers who use to buy the Internet financial products are mainly assets, liabilities, intermediary business three aspects, there are:
Where C represents the sum of the contribution of the customer who purchased the bank's financial products to the bank. C a represents the customer's contribution to the asset business. C d represents the customer's contribution to the liability business. C m represents the customer's contribution to the intermediary business.
A Model Design to Measure the Contribution of Asset Business.
The difference from the corporate regarding the traditional credit business as the main asset business is that assets business of the Internet financial takes convenience and flexibility as the main features. Following the current non-bank Internet financing company's business model, the bank's Internet financing can apply advanced Internet technology to financing services. Using Internet technology to improve pre-loan investigation and audit, loan process, post-loan supervision and loan repayment and other steps becomes an another valve of commercial bank income.
Let be the contribution level of each asset business respectively, there are: (4), (5) into (3), we can get:
Let's bring the formula (6) into the formula (2), you can get C a :
Then C a of the formula (7) is the contribution degree of the Internet financial asset business.
A Model Designed to Measure the Contribution Degree of debt business.
Internet financial liability business products are the important source of funding of commercial bank loans, investment and other business. In addition, the " The balance of treasure " and other Internet products do not need to pay the deposit reserve to the People's Bank, which is different from the funds banks' Internet financial accepts need to pay the deposit reserve. Therefore, the contribution still needs to consider the interest income of the deposit reserve. So we define 1 d2 d3 , , ,... 
In the formula (8), the formula for calculating the contribution of the liability business is:
In the formula (9), Substituting the formula (10) into the formula (9), there is:
Substituting the formula (11) into the formula (8), there is: 
Finally, bring the formula (7), (12), (14) into the formula (1), and we can get the comprehensive contribution formula of Internet financial customers: 
According to the principle of model designing, the comprehensive contribution of bank's Internet financial customers should be equal to the bank's target profit of Internet financial clients. So the bank's target profit P is brought into the formula above, there is: 
From the formula above, interest rate i r of the Internet financial liability business products which are needed prized can be derived. When 0 P  , that is, when the bank's target profit is zero, the calculated interest rate level i r of the bank's Internet financial liability business is the highest interest rate that the bank can give, and the real interest rate level should not exceed the interest rate cap in principle.
Conclusions
Based on the factors of the comprehensive contribution of customers and the profit target of banks, this paper designs the pricing model of bank Internet financial products. The product pricing form regarding the comprehensive contribution that customers bring as the subjects is in line with the Internet financial generally-favorable thought, and "customer-centric" business philosophy, and adapt to the inevitable trend of online financial competition. In terms of customers, the contribution of Internet financial products includes assets, liabilities and intermediate business and other aspects, the risks of which are more dispersed. Especially, because deposit and loan interest rates of the Internet financial have been achieved market-oriented pricing, that is, according to the supply and demand of funds, the prices of funds can be determined. Commercial banks are faced with the price games with other banks or e-commerce platforms. Therefore, combining with the actual situation of commercial banks, and designing a set of realizable product pricing models, which is necessary to adapt to the future development and competition.
The pricing model designed in this paper focuses on the quantitative factors, but the qualitative and quantitative factors should be considered together in the practical work. Such as the customers' market influence, strategic cooperation possibility, and development potential and so on. In the specific research, we can use expert scoring method which fully reflects the comprehensive value of customers from an objective view. At the same time, in the pricing process, we should also be based on the factors of bank's development strategy, market competition situation to adjust the target profit flexibly, finally affecting the price of funds. We can refer to the various rates of financial, P2P loans, small-micro credit loans and others, considering the price of our own bank's Internet financial products dynamically.
